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Epiphany Sunday 2016 (3.01.16) 

Matthew 2: 1 – 12 

 

[Pause . . . switch on light on sounding board over 

pulpit]  That was part of the sermon!  I’ll just do it 

again, in case you missed it. [Switch it off, pause, 

switch it on]  A light bulb moment!  Here’s another 

cutting edge, no-expense-spared sermon illustration.  

[Drop penny over pulpit]  The penny dropped!  So 

what’s the connection between a light bulb moment, 

the penny dropped and the story of the three wise men 

visiting the Christ-child?  The connection is that they 

are all illustrations of epiphany. 

 

I suspect that if I went round the congregation asking 

what is epiphany, and we all dredged our Sunday 

School memories, many of us would assay that 

epiphany is the story of the three wise men.  And it 

sort of is.  The Feast of the Epiphany comes 

immediately after the 12 days of Christmas on the 6th 

January.  We’re anticipating it by celebrating it today, 

rather than on Wednesday.  And the reading set for the 

Feast of the Epiphany is the story of the three wise 

men.  So we sort of short-circuit all that and say that 

epiphany is the story of the three wise men – although, 

actually the Bible doesn’t tell us there were three of 

them:  it just tells us they brought three gifts, gold, 

frankincense and myrrh, and tradition just assumes 

that they brought one gift each. 

 

But the point is that epiphany isn’t really the story of 

the (however) wise men.  The story of the wise men is 

an epiphany.  It’s a story that gives us a light-bulb-

moment, when the penny drops about the significance 

of the Christ-child whose birth we have just been 

celebrating over Christmas.  Epiphany is a season – or 

you might call it part b) of the Christmas season – 

when over the course of five Sundays, up to and 

including Candlemas on the 31st January, we shall hear 

five different stories each of which provide a light bulb 

moment, when the penny drops and we say, aha, so 
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that’s why God chose to become incarnate and to be 

born as the Christ-child.   

 

And the first story is about wise men who a) come 

from the East, b) have an encounter with Herod, c) 

give specific gifts to the Christ-child, and d) leave by 

another route, having been warned in a dream to do 

so.  Light bulbs should now be going on, in thought 

bubbles, above heads, across the congregation! 

 

Between Christmas and New Year Adriane and I have 

had a cheeky mini-break in Bruges.  One of the 

galleries we visited had a significant collection of 

Flemish Primitives, paintings by people like Van Eyk 

and Hans Memling, from the C15th which was the hay-

day of Bruges, just as it was the hay-day of the 

monastery here at Bridlington Priory; our Prior having 

two ships in the harbour precisely so that he could 

trade the Priory’s wool, the principal commodity, in 

the exchange that Bruges was emerging to be.  These 

paintings are largely devotional, so lots of Madonnas 

and Child, but also lots of Adoration of the Magis – in 

other words lots of paintings of this story of the visit of 

the three (and it is, always, firmly established, three) 

wise men.  What struck me is how well established 

another non-Biblical tradition is, as well.  And that’s 

the tradition that one of the three wise men was black. 

 

This magi, these wise men, came from the East.  They 

came from elsewhere; they came from places and 

cultures other than the place and culture into which 

the Christ-child had been born.  And mediaeval culture 

embellishes and expands upon that by having them 

come from all corners of the earth, all places and 

cultures that are other than Semitic Palestine.  And 

Matthew’s Gospel grants to these foreign followers of 

other faiths and traditions the insight to offer him gifts 

which, in turn, point us to who and what Jesus is:  gold 

because he’s a king; incense because he’s divine and to 

be worshipped; and myrrh because he’s going to die 

and his body will need embalming. 
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And remember, this story is unique to Matthew’s 

Gospel; it doesn’t occur in the others.  It’s unique to 

Matthew – Matthew, we think written for a 

community of embattled Jewish converts; Matthew, 

who says Jesus has come not to destroy one jot or tittle 

of the Jewish Law; Matthew, who has Jesus 

specifically prohibiting his disciples from going 

outside Jewish territory when he sends them out on 

mission; Matthew, who has Jesus dismissing the 

Canaanite woman as a foreign dog and initially 

refusing to minister to her; Matthew, whose Gospel is 

the only one to talk of a church, a people drawn apart 

to create a sectarian ecclesiastical community. 

 

But notwithstanding all that, it’s in Matthew’s Gospel - 

above all the Gospels - that we get this whacking great 

epiphany, this light bulb moment, when the penny 

drops that Jesus is not just for an exclusive group; not 

just for members of a particular society; not just for 

one faith tradition; not just for fully paid up, card 

carrying, born-again Christians – Jesus does call us to 

be born again, of water and the spirit, but responding 

to that call won’t give us a monopoly over him; won’t 

enable us to tie him down; won’t give us control over 

where he goes and what he does.  Jesus is for 

everybody and will use anybody. 

 

So if you want to see Jesus in action, don’t look in the 

obvious places:  look in the least obvious places, at the 

least obvious of people.  And what we’ll see them doing 

is what those wise men were doing – confronting 

power and refusing to collude with it:  they had an 

encounter with Herod; he tried to make them 

complicit in his violent determination to exterminate 

the threat to his power base; but they wouldn’t play 

ball, and returned by another route. 

 

The first thing that happens to Jesus in his earthly life 

is that he is embroiled in overtly political 

confrontation and becomes a refugee because of it.  

They have to take flight, become homeless and settle in 

another country.  I find it staggering – literally a face-
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palm moment – that it has caused a stir that the 

Archbishop of Canterbury said this in his New Year’s 

message.  I thought everybody knew this.  I thought it 

was the most basic, Christian knowledge that 

everybody is brought up with from elementary nativity 

stories and which we hear Sunday after Sunday after 

Sunday.  But just in case the penny hasn’t dropped, 

allow me to proclaim, clearly, this fundamental 

epiphany:  God chose to become incarnate and be born 

as the Christ-child – over whom we’ve been 

sentimental and all Away-in-a-mangerish – precisely 

to identify with refugees, the weak, the hungry, the 

marginalised, the homeless, the oppressed.   

 

Jesus identifies with the refugees we have seen on our 

TV screens these recent months.  He identifies with 

their wretchedness and their destitution; but he also 

identifies with the challenge to our political, social and 

economic stability which they represent.  And it’s only 

when we have the courage to accept that challenge – 

and have the confidence to allow ourselves to be 

changed by it – that the penny will have dropped. 

 

Amen. 

 


